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Agenda
1. Helping to Build a More Sustainable Food System

Todd Fayne, PepsiCo; Monday, April 27, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

2. An Ink Supplier Perspective on Industry 4.0
Juanita Parris, Sun Chemical Corp.; Tuesday, April 28, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

3. Technology Innovation and the Success of Failure
David Crawley, University of Houston; Wednesday, April 29, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

4. Industrial Custom Printing: A Status Report
Craig Reid, CTR Resources, LLC; Thursday, April 30, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

Need Login Help? Contact Sam She at SSHEA@PRINTING.ORG
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Logistics and other items
 Submit questions via question section; to be addressed at end
 Download presentation from handout section
 Recording of this and other sessions will be made available
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Technical Association of the Graphic Arts (TAGA)

 Professional association dedicated to 
research and innovation in graphic 
communications and related 
technology

 More than 4,000 papers published, 
written by scientists and researchers

 Annual conference held every March
 Directed by 23-person TAGA Board; 

part of Printing Industries of America
 www.taga.org
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Technology Innovation and the 
Success of Failure

David Crawley
University of Houston

Speaker

Hart Swisher
Hammer Packaging Corp.

Moderator



Did You Walk On The Sidewalk Today?

Why?
UN IVERSITYof 

COLLEGE of TECHNOLOGY 



ELECTRIC LIGHTING IS A COMPLETELY IDIOTIC IDEA.

—CHIEF ENGINEER, US POST OFFICE, 1881

THE SUBSTITUTION OF OIL FOR COAL IS IMPOSSIBLE BECAUSE OIL 
DOES NOT EXIST IN THIS WORLD IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITIES. IT 
MUST BE RECKONED ONLY AS A MOST VALUABLE ADJUNCT. 

—LORD SELBORNE, THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY, 1904

I THINK THERE IS A WORLD MARKET FOR MAYBE FIVE COMPUTERS.

—THOMAS J. WATSON (1874–1956), CHAIRMAN OF IBM, 1943

When Innovation Becomes An Opinion



The Elegant Art of Inspiration

We are stimulated by the world around us.

“Conceiving ideas was for Leonardo, as it had been 

throughout history for most other cross-disciplinary

thinkers, a collaborative endeavor,” Walter Isaacson

What Leonardo did 500 years ago is relevant today:  

He learned from his mistakes and diversity to

• Blend art, science, and technology to generate an environment that inspired the 

creation of knowledge and intelligence to communicate ideas

Innovation is often an association of ideas mashed together to form 

Something New



Innovation Is A Discipline of Skills

University of Houston College of Technology

• Tier 1 Research University 

• Over 6,200 students 

New State approved Graduate and Undergraduate 

Degree Programs: Skills of Innovation:

o Digital Media 

o Technology Leadership and Innovation Management

o Construction Management

Innovation Engineering Blue Belt and Black Belt Certifications

• Founded over 35 years ago by Doug Hall

• Over 14 years as higher education curricula

• Institute sponsored by University of Maine



What Is Innovation

Meaningful + Unique

• Mean something to someone

• New and different to the world or an occasion

How do we consistently achieve meaningfully unique?

“94% of failures are 

due to the SYSTEM
6% are due to the worker”

- W. Edwards Deming

If you’re not unique 
you better be cheap



Blend Art, Science, and Technology

Meaningfully

Unique Ideas

Explore Stimulus

Leverage
Diversity

=

COMMUNICATE

COMMERCIALIZE

CREATE Skills & Tools

Skills & Tools

Skills & Tools

Drive out Fear

Technology is the development and 
application of processes, tools, and materials 
to solve problems and improve lives. 



Technology + Innovation

Solves Problems 

Improves Lives 

Creates Opportunity

Outmanoeuvres Competition

Change the rules on the 
competition, Ross Perot



What Is The Printing Industry?
•A craft – historic art form embedded in centuries of science, technology, and elegance

Craft is defined as:

An occupation or trade requiring manual dexterity or artistic skill

Skill in planning, making, or executing 

- Merriam Webster Dictionary

Transitioning ideas to reality from sculpting graphics in lead to fingers on a keyboard

Heart & soul empowered by purpose and passion



What Is The Printing Industry?

• The creation and dissemination of knowledge and intelligence

• Inspires and motivates people to action that:

o Informs and educates

o Helps make better decisions

o Engages and shapes the world

One brain at a time

The very nature of the printing 
industry is INNOVATION

And INNOVATION is personal



Knowledge & Intelligence Distribution

Innovation Causes Disruption Disruption Causes Opportunity Opportunity Changes the World



The Knowledge Economy Is Digitally 

Accelerating Commerce from Local to Global 



Digital Communications Emerging Markets
Innovation is Driving Digital 
Communications Ecosystem
Digital ecosystems leverage an 
interdependent group of actors 
(enterprises, people and things) 
sharing platforms to achieve a 
beneficial purpose: 
• Mashing ideas to create 

Solutions & Opportunity. 

Gartner Emerging Technology Trends

Disruption:
Digitalization has facilitated the 
deconstruction of classical value 
chains, leading to stronger, more 
flexible and resilient webs of 
value delivery that are constantly 
creating new improved products 
and services.



Growth and
Competition

Technology
Digital Asset Management, high-speed 

digital printing on demand, three-

dimensional printing, hybrid print

processes and the increased efficiency 

of digital print workflows.

- www.b2cprint.com

Intelligent
Systems

Driving Digital Innovation in the Printing Industry

$898 Billion a year industry
drives about $3.8 trillion in 
related industries
-alphagraphicsfranchise.com

Knowledge Management
Work across customer interaction 
channels to ensure smooth and 
consistent experience, with 
correct information readily 
available, for success in 2020, and 
the coming decade.
- KM World.com

forecasts predict that connected devices

(excluding PCs, tablets, and smartphones)

will grow to

26 billion by end of 2020

forecasts for smartphones, tablets, and PCs is

7.3 billion by that same year

Over the next five years
the Printing industry will 
likely continue to struggle as 
digital media grows. As a 
result, industry revenue is 
forecast to decline to 
significant price-based 

competition.
- IBIS World

- Jovita Nsoh, Microsoft CTO

https://digitalprinting.blogs.xer
ox.com



Workforce Innovation Skills Gap

Future of Work: The workforce is considered the most crucial element to innovation 

success in most markets, yet skills gaps continue to be a top concern among 

businesses. Nearly 3 in 4 (74%) global executives believe a lack of skills is an issue 

facing their industry—a challenge that has increased over time (64% say a lack of 

talent/inadequate skills is a key challenge today, up from 56% in 2014).



Opportunity Slippage

Continuous improvement and innovation are two distinct, ways the printing industry 

creates breakthroughs, captures competitive value, and competently lead disruption: 

• Application of technology to improve operations and productivity

• Leadership, technology, and innovation as sustainable skills-based disciplines to 

solve problems, lead resources, and discover opportunities

Innovation Knowledge Leak

• All disciplines in the printing industry from analog to digital are experiencing 

unprecedented development, which also comes with a vertical growth curve 

• An organization’s skill can be degraded by half in 6 years. The speed of skill 

set degradation is compounded by older experienced professionals retiring or not 

adapting



Building An Innovation Culture

Innovation Can Be Taught… to everyone

The most important aspects for developing a team culture around creative thinking are 
doing cool stuff that matters, encouragement, and discipline. 

• Cool Stuff: Teams must feel they are involved with something that matters.

• Encouragement: Negative feedback loops stop creativity. Too many times people 
hear the word “No.”  When employees and teams hear “No” often they begin to revert 
to a reactive mindset.  When employees become reactive they spend more time 
putting out fires or reworking issues.  However, when teams are encouraged they 
spend a considerable amount of time focused on anticipation of needs and the future.

• Disciplines: Systems thinking, agile development, tools, and communication skills 
are essential to feel secure in developing innovations. Systems allow everyone to 
transparently create innovations that interconnect each phase of the process. 



Building An Innovation Culture

Success is generally achieved if the team follows a process.

• Failure is Necessary:  Meaningfully Unique innovations often have never been 

done. Embracing failure is the normal process to refine big ideas into reality.   Rapid 

cycles of experimentation - because we don't know the answer before we begin. 

• Trust:  People must trust the process.  Following a systems thinking process allows 

the subject of failure to be addressed as a non-threatening element of development. 

Failure is a catalyst that refines the innovation to continue and become something 

relevant and of value. 

• Fail Fast Fail Cheap:  People must be encouraged to develop their innovations 

quickly.  Otherwise, smart people will dwell on ideas and over work them.  Over 

working an idea gets boring causing loss of passion for the innovation. Discipline 

the team with fast paced milestones when embarking on new solutions or concepts.



Failure and Death Threats

Most organizations abhor the word “failure” or “death threat.” 

Regardless of a feel-better-about-it phrase -- people know the difference and 

subconsciously develop avoidance mechanisms to address threats.  

• Be Real: State problems for what they are – situations that can cause a program to 

fail or be crippled.  

• Have a Process:  When problems are confronted proactively, with a process 

designed to overcome, then a mindset is established to not fear or avoid situations.  

• Be Prepared: Identify problems early with a documented assessment (often 

updated) of how to work around potential death threats.  As part of the plan for fail 

fast fail cheap cycles.  By anticipating and addressing potential failure allows the 

team to focus forward and be prepared to confront challenges… rather than react. 



3 Principles for Stimulating Your Brain

• Explore STIMULUS - Stimulus sets off a chain reaction of associations that spark 
fresh ideas 

• Leverage DIVERSITY – Multiple insights from numerous sources are more 
effective to incite refreshing discernment.  When different people interact with 
stimulus and each other an exponential increase in fresh ideas is ignited. 

• Drive Out FEAR:  Fear of failure kills free associating.  To be successful it must be 
replaced with a sense of curiosity, experimentation, and exploration in a Fail FAST 
Fail Cheap approach.

Research by the University of Maine Innovation Engineering Institute found that creativity and innovation are not random.  You 
can increase the number of ideas generated by a factor of 10 and number of validated BIG IDEAS by a factor of 6. 



Plan Do Study Act – The Innovation Process
• Plan:  Start the process with the goal.  One page templates are used to discipline the 

logic.  This defines what success looks like. Identify potential death threats imposed 

throughout the development as well as the disruption caused by the innovation.

• Do:  The approach to action how to achieve the success in the Plan.  To increase 

speed a team has to break the Plan into small, fast, cheap learning cycles. By taking 

on achieving the Plan one bite at a time a team builds momentum and maintains the 

ability to quickly pivot based on new learning. 

• Study: What has been learned during Do cycles relative to the Plan.  This allows for a 

new cycle of precision, to pivot, confront death threats, and create a realistic concept.

• Act:  Deciding where the project should go next based on what has been learned. 
o Declare victory that the plan has been achieved 

o Decide to archive the project because the work required is not worth the effort 

o Repeat the cycle with different activity and adjust details to the concept



Pillars of Innovation Culture

Enable members of your entire value chain to collaborate, share information, retain 
knowledge and make better decisions in developing, operating, and maintaining upstream 
operations. Leverage Digital Asset Management platforms to retain orphaned discoveries.

Train people using proven processes that inspire sensible and disciplined innovation. Crafting 
solutions and taking them to implementation is its own competency. Developing innovation 
as a skill requires learning of processes, logic modeling, leadership principles, and teamwork.

Leverage crowd sourcing, cloud sandboxes, virtual manufacturing, and immersive realities to 
prove solutions and train employees prior to in market deployment.  Game out disruption 
scenarios to reduce conflict.  Use a system to keep track of fast moving discoveries. Every 
solution should start as a mission with repetitive-sequential milestones – not as an end 
result.

Deliver engaging and personalized technology, as an applied skill, training experiences to the 
workforce.  Update periodically using distance learning, immersive and remote training hubs 
to optimize learning time to application. Reward commitment for growth

Technology Skills

Empower Your 
Employees

Optimize Your 
Workforce

Rapid Prototyping



The Way to Transformation

Imagine and envision the 
art of the possible through 
business, technology, and 
experience perspectives 
working in parallel. 

DEVELOP

Research

Envision

Design

DESIGN

Plan

Prioritize

Produce

DELIVER

Adopt

Measure

Realize

Build desired state to get 
from where you are to 
where you desire to be.

Business value and 
outcomes delivered that 
result in business 

performance improvement. 
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Step Off The Sidewalk
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TAGA Membership Benefits
 Discounted registration to Annual Technical 

Conference (March 14-17, 2021 in Oklahoma City)

 Conference presentation files 

 Annual TAGA Proceedings book 
containing papers presented

 Digital archive of 71 years of TAGA 
research papers

 Access to previous year presentation files
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Next Presentation
Thursday, April 30, 2:00–3:00 p.m. EDT

Industrial Custom Printing: A Status Report
- Craig Reid, CTR Resources
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